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Water project wins coveted Engineering Excellence 

awards in Western Australia

 

GHD and a joint venture of ACCIONA and TRILITY (ATJV) were recognised for delivering the Mundaring 

Water Treatment Plant at the 2014 Engineers Australia Excellence Awards – Western Australia Division. 

The project received the top prizes in two categories – winning both the Infrastructure and Building and 

Engineering for Regional Communities categories. 

ATJV contracted GHD to provide major design services for the Mundaring Water Treatment Plant, which 

was the first Public Private Partnership in the Western Australian water industry. ATJV forms part of the 

Helena Water consortium, which designed, constructed and funded the plant. Helena Water will now 

operate and maintain the plant for the next 35 years, before handing it back to the Water Corporation.   

The $300 million capital works project, including a new water treatment plant, pump station and 

integration works, is the latest and largest of a series of upgrades to Western Australia’s iconic CY 

O’Connor’s Goldfields and Agricultural Water Supply Scheme (G&AWS) of 1903. The G&AWS water 

supply network is the largest water network in the southern hemisphere, extending 580 kilometres from 

the Mundaring Weir to Kalgoorlie and supplying water to over 100,000 customers of the Water 

Corporation. It is an international historic civil engineering landmark and was included in the Australian 

National Heritage list in 2011. 

The water treatment plant, which has a current design capacity of 165 million litres per day and can be 

expanded to deliver 240 million litres per day, is a critical piece of community infrastructure as it further 

improves the quality and reliability of water supplied to Water Corporation customers connected to the 

G&AWS.  

It is unique in that the plant has been engineered to treat water from three different and variable sources 

– to ensure water quality and security of supply. 

Craig Walkemeyer, GHD’s State Manager for Western Australia, says, “GHD is very proud to be 

recognised for the excellence of our engineering. Excellence is only possible with the right client 

leadership and great partners, and we would like to acknowledge the contributions of Water Corporation, 

ACCIONA TRILITY, Brookfield Multiplex and the other organisations who have helped bring this project 

to life.” 

 

 


